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1- He worked hard to promote peace .promote means.............
1. advance

2. late

3. concept

4. weaken

2- "Disposed to attack ; pushing" are closest in meaning to...............
1. approach

2. determine

3. aggressive

4. reaction

3- A person's fundamental tendency toward maximal realization of his/her potentials is

called..............
1. structuralism

2. self-actualization

3. maladaptive

4. self-defence

4- ......................... emphasizes personal freedom and choice
1. psychoanalysts

2. humanism

3. behaviorism

4. cognitive psychology

5- Fresh air and exercise are good for the .................
1. agreement

2. possible

3. scheme

4. health

6- Nothing can .................... for the loss of your father death .
1. compensate

2. conduct

3. behavior

4. train

7- The word "empirical" is closest in meaning to ..................
1. observation

2. prediction

3. experimental

4. statistics

3. method

4. data

8- The theory was ............... by several researches .
1. tested

2. process

9- I was ...................... for a few days after the surgery .
1. combination

2. uncomfortable

3. connect

4. idea

3. heredity

4. fertilize

3. pons

4. characteristic

10- A separate part of anything is called.................
1. synthesis

2. segment

11- The word "trait" is closest in meaning to ..............
1. genes

2. chromosome

12- The................is a collection of neurons and glial cells that controls all the major function of the

body.
1. brain
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2. iris

3. lens
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4. tummy
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13- "To find the position of something" refers to definition of..............
1. cognitive

2. crucial

3. map

4. medulla

14- "Exited state of the mind or the feelings" refers to................
1. motivation

2. emotion

3. position

4. cognition

15- What is the function of medulla ?
1. it controst heart rate and blood pressure

2. it regulates walking

3. it's involved in learning

4. it's responsible for sleeping

16- Some foods can increase ................. very rapidly .
1. emotion

2. astonishing

3. spinal cord

4. blood pressure

17- "To change from one system , or method to another "refers to...........................
1. convert

2. hammer

3. salty

4. bitter

18- The word "sensation" is closest in meaning to ...............
1. hearing

2. sense orgam

3. understanding

4. feeling

19- "Showing a lack of care for other people or for society" refers to...................
1. antidepressant

2. antisocial

3. caregiver

4. conception

20- The word "development" is closest in meaning to ..................
1. conception

2. nurture

3. nature

4. growing

3. defect

4. hazard

21- Humans and animals have quite different .............
1. natures

2. nurture

22- "The period in life when a child changes physically into an adult and is able to have

children"refers to................
1. symbolic

2. tummy

3. puberty

4. conservation

23- The ability to words , images , and symbols to represent the word is called...............
1. sexual maturation

2. symbolic thought

3. object permance

4. animistic thinking
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24- What is cognitive development?
1. learning to walk
2. sexual development
3. the ability to talk
4. the ability to think , learn , reason , remember .

25- She was learning to .................... last month .
1. crawl

2. task

3. puberty

4. stage

3. authority

4. attachment

26- "Young person ; adolescent "refers to.................
1. transition

2. teenager

27- "The power to make your own decisions ,self-detemination"refers to..............
1. curiosity

2. autonomy

3. freedom

4. paramount

28- Temperament is best defined as ................
1. sexual traits
2. body temperature
3. social position
4. a person's biologically based style of different reactions

29- "Not enough" means...........
1. horrific

2. obedience

3. insufficient

4. phenomenon

30- The word "influence" is closest in meaning to ...............
1. outcome

2. social

3. behavior

4. effect

31- "Person that influences the actions or opinions of some body" is called................
1. function

2. leader

3. worker

4. operator

32- "Person responsible for managing affairs " is called...........
1. member

2. labour

3. administrator

4. lawer

33- "People employed in a public office or a firm "is definition of............
1. personnel

2. guidance

3. counseling

4. curriculum

34- The function of preparing a series of events , within the constraints of time and resourecs , to

achieve specific objectives is called planning. 'objectives' means.............
1. boards
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2. defects

3. corps
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4. aims
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35- "Temporary decline in economic activity" is called.............
1. strategy

2. dysfunction

3. recession

4. policy

3. industrialized

4. skill

36- "State of being without a job" is called.........
1. unemployment

2. employment

37- "People living in one place , district or country , considered as a whole" refers to................
1. institution

2. community

3. bureaucrat

4. psychology

38- The manufacturing sector of the factory has been equipted with advanced computors.'sector'

means............
1. worker

2. part

3. community

4. institution

3. change

4. staff

39- "Action of being present" refersto..............
1. attendece

2. allocate

40- "Process of being educated ; studies "refers to...............
1. service
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2. law

3. community
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